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ABSTRACT
This paper reveals that, under the market fragmentation, Chinese integrating
firms have to compete with lots of regional firms in different regions. To
gain advantages, firm needs to apply regional repertoires with regional
competitive behavior. This paper examines the relationship between
regional repertoire and performance, and found out that inertia of regional
repertoire is positive associate with performance, which is opposite to the
western scholar�s theory. Meanwhile, this paper also explore the mediating

effects of post-merger synergy, including operation synergy, sales synergy,
management synergy and financial synergy, between regional inertia and
performance.  2013 Trade Science Inc. - INDIA
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INTRODUCTION

Since China joining the WTO, Chinese firms have
engaged an important development goal, which is en-
hancing international competitiveness and turning to be
the world-class enterprises[1]. To achieve this, firms need
a series of horizontal and vertical integration[1]. But dur-
ing the integration, Chinese firms have to face the re-
gional variety caused by market fragmentation[2]. The
market fragmentation refers to the regional market va-
riety because Chinese governmental authorities are over-
weighted in local (city or provincial) level. The market
fragmentation protects and supports a lot of regional
firms[3]. These firms, in each regional market, will at-
tack integrating firms with both market and non-market
competitive behavior[4]. This �multi-market simultaneous

competition� turns to be an important character in dy-

namic competition of Chinese firms.
To compete with a boundary of regional firms in

different regions and achieve advantages, Chinese inte-
grating firms have to apply a series of competitive ac-
tions in different types and regional scopes, which called
regional repertoire. Then what character of regional rep-
ertoire should be chosen become a strategic issue in
this dynamic competition. On this issue, previous re-
searches often discuss with the competitor analysis,
market structure and so on, but seldom discussed about
the mediation or moderation effects of organizational
mechanism and management model between repertoire
and performance. In the reality, the question of which
kind of the management model is suitable for the ap-
propriate repertoire is beneficial for Chinese firms gaining
advantages under the special �multi-market simultaneous

competition�. This paper attempted to discuss the rela-
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tionship of synergy of Chinese firm merger or integra-
tion, the regional repertoire and the performance.

LITERARTURE REVIEW

Competitive Repertoire

Researches on dynamic competition mainly explores
the character and rules of competitive behavior under
more and more dynamic environment[5], recently schol-
ars focus on competitive repertoire. A boundary of com-
petitive actions form a repertoire[9]. About repertoire,
scholars� attentions are gather around the competitive

inertia and complexity[6]. Competitive inertia refers to
the activity and flexibility of a firm applying any com-
petitive action[8]. Many researchers thought that inertia
have relationship with the bureaucracy of structure, pref-
erence, and organizational network of a firm[10]. Some
other researchers also argue that the top management
team[11], inner information process[7] can decrease in-
ertia. And reducing inertia means to firm enhancing its
flexibilities and not relying on one single strategy[8].
Therefore the less inertia, the better performance a firm
can get[8]. However, over-reduce inertia will cause more
costs in organizational learning, and also enhance the
costs in communicating with suppliers and dealers.

Post-merger synergy

The resource-based view (RBV) thinks that the es-
sential of all enterprises integration (merger, et al.) is for
gaining resources and capabilities[13], and better re-
verses. Here, by �better�, it means the �2+2=5�, which

refers to the more total value created by integrated units
than the sum of value of each units independently. This
is what synergy means[14]. Synergy indicates that re-
sources are allocated more effectively[15]. Therefore the
post-merger synergy, while a firm regarded as a sys-
tem, keeps the balance between the merging and target
firms. Ansoff (1988) [12]forwardly proposed that there
are four dimensions in a firm integrating system: operat-
ing synergy (O-synergy), sales synergy (S-synergy),
management synergy (M-synergy), and financial syn-
ergy (F-synergy). Operating synergy indicates the hu-
man resource, labor and facilities are effectively ap-
plied in the production process. Sales synergy indicates
the systematic and united management of sales and chan-
nel management which make all products of a firm sharing

one channel, advertising, brands and so on. Manage-
ment synergy indicates the sharing and coordination of
strategy, organization, and operation management. Fi-
nancial synergy comes from the efficient allocation of
capital of a firm, including the integrating of offices, re-
search resources, machines and other facilities. The four
dimensions of synergy have affects to competitive ac-
tions.

HYPOTHESIS

In such special competition environment, Chinese
firms have to choose the inertia and complexity of its
regional repertoire, according to its resources and ca-
pabilities, and to its organizational mechanism. Former
studies show that inertia has negative associate with per-
formance. But we think that higher regional inertia may
have better performance for Chinese firms. Because
competing with a boundary of regional competitors is
not a �quicker makes better� game. Chinese integrating

firm have to separate their resources into different re-
gional market. So the lower inertia, the higher commu-
nicating costs the firm has to pay with limited resources.

H1: Regional Competitive inertia have positive
associate with performance.

Synergy of post-merger will have influence on that
association. Firm should lower the regional inertia to
get better performance, while the system synergy can
support such competitive repertoire. Firstly, operation
synergy improves firm sharing and coordinating re-
sources during the value chain, which promotes firm�s
abilities in getting along with local suppliers and deal-
ers. And more over, firm with higher operation synergy
will be more effective in integrating various social re-
sources[16] in different regional market, and will be more
flexible in each regional market [17]. Therefore, if with
actions of lower inertia, a firm could enhance the inter-
action and learning with relatives in each regional mar-
ket, as to enhance the operating effectiveness and per-
formance[12].

Secondly, sales synergy engages the uniting and
sharing between regional markets, including sales man-
agement, and advertisement[13]. But in �multi-market si-

multaneous competition�, Chinese firms have to pro-

tect the autonomy of their regional offices to keep them
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more space and power to react any emergent incident
in each regional market. Therefore control sale synergy
could be a highly effective way to enlarge performance.

Thirdly, enhancing inertia of regional repertoire can
meanwhile enhance the coordination of the whole or-
ganization and management, which means damaging
management synergy. Because management synergy is
too strengthen the coordination and centralization of
organization, ignoring autonomy of each regional of-
fice.

Finally, enhancing inertia means regional offices re-
lying on local resources and capabilities. Therefore, the
financial management could be more effective. And en-
hancing financial synergy could be the better idea for
supporting inertia decreasing.
H2a :operation synergy has mediating effects between

regional inertia and performance.
H2b :sales synergy has mediating effects between re

gional inertia and performance
H2c :management synergy has mediating effects be-

tween regional inertia and performance
H2d :financial synergy has mediating effects between

regional inertia and performance

SAMPLES AND DATA

Samples and data collection

We chose Chinese airline and white wine industries
to gather samples. To ensure the reliability of this re-
search, we pick some corporate listed in the Chinese
stock market (6 airline companies, and 10 white wine
companies) as sample. We gather all news involving
competitive actions of these firms during 2001 to 2010,
and following Chen and Miller (1994) [18] to analysis by
structural content analysis. We categorize competitive
actions in two dimensions: 1) according to the type of
action, there are 8 types of action, including proposing
new technology, proposing new product, entering new
market or starting new store, changing market network
or pattern, investment or merger, cooperation or alli-
ance, and changing prices; 2) according to the scope
and area the action are reported to take place, we also
separate all actions into national and regional. In all firms
in white wine industries, there are 536 actions, in which
156 are cognized as regional. In the 842 actions of firms
in airline industries, 421 are cognized as regional.

Variables

Dependent variable: This paper use ROA (Return
of Asset) as index of performance[19].

Independent variables: Competitive inertia. Com-
petitive inertia refers to the level of activity that a firm
demonstrates in altering its competitive stand. It reflects
the number of market-oriented changes a company
makes in trying to attract customers and outmaneuver
competitors. (Miller & Chen,1994)[8].

This article uses the activity index to measure the
competitive inertia, which followed the methods of mea-
surement of Miller and Chen (1994) [8]. Assume in year

t , the number of decision-making to take a j  type
action for a certain i  company is , ,i j tx .Each year, the
number of different types of decision-making is differ-
ent. So all companies� and all years�  value were stan-

dardized to. Sum the standardized scores, divided by
the logarithmic of business operations scale, and then
seek the logarithm, this variable showed normal distri-
bution:

    , , ,ln / lni j t i t
j

ActivityIndex sum z OperationScale 
  

(1)

Value the activity index in the opposite symbol, in order
to measure the competitive inertia.

Mediating variables: post-merger synergy can be
separated into operation synergy (o-synergy), sales
synergy (s-synergy), management synergy (m-synergy),
and financial synergy (f-synergy). No matter how a firm
engages synergy, the transaction costs and other man-
agement costs will be reduced[20]. Therefore, the four
ratios of expenses (ratio of operation expense, ratio of
sales expense, ratio of management expense, and ratio
of financial expense) can be regarded as agent vari-
ables, respectively, of o-synergy, s-synergy, m-synergy,
and ff-synergy.

Control variablesÿAccording to previous re-
searches, we pick four control variables: size of firm,
age of firm, current profit, and prior profit[11].

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

According to the basic standards judging media-
tion effects[21], we took a general linear regression with
SPSS 16.0, and the results are shown in TABLE 1. As
TABLE 1, the regional inertia have significant positive
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effect on performance, then H1 is testified. And also,
operation synergy, sales synergy, and financial synergy
are reported to have significant mediating effects be-
tween regional inertia and performance, so H2a, b, and
d are testified.

ence Fundation of China (No. 70832003).
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